


When you consider modern metal design, you probably do not consider what it takes to execute 

it. Much contemporary architectural metal is designed to be manufactured by simple cut-bend-and 

weld methods, limiting the scope of possibilities severely. This shows in the finished product. But 

metal still responds to the smith’s hammer and the smith’s imagination as it always has. The smith’s 

traditional forging techniques free a huge range of possibilities when applied to original design, and 

tempered with modern production techniques, create breathtaking forms that can be anything 

from true modern art, to original design in traditional style, to the exact reproduction of ancient 

masterpieces.

The blacksmith is still relevant 
 to quality architectural metalwork



We are a leader in the field, combining 30 years’ experience, the best equipped blacksmith shop in 

the UK and a dedicated, passionate and highly skilled team to provide our customers with the most 

exquisite architectural metalwork possible. We have a background in pioneering quality historic 

restoration work which informs our approach to everything else we do in terms of quality of design 

and execution, attention to detail, and integrity.

Topp & Co. specialises in fusion 

 of traditional techniques with modern thinking



We work closely with our customers - architects, designers, property owners and developers, 

to create unique designs for specific applications and budgets. We offer a complete service from 

concept design to site installation and are happy to work alongside architects and designers to bring 

ideas to life. Our portfolio includes creating and restoring fine metalwork for some of the most 

architecturally sensitive sites in the world.

Our background and experience in restoration, reproduction and original design in traditional styles 

informs our shaping of modern work to give us a pedigree unequalled in this country. It is the skills of 

the traditional blacksmith brought to bear on modern design philosophy that provides the spark of 

creative power we wield.

Topp & Co. is unique 

 in background, approach and experience



Stand back from any one of our creations and you will see a superbly designed form that graces 

the environment it was designed for ; step up close and the attention to detail becomes apparent. 

These qualities come naturally when craftsmen apply the combined ethos of traditional hand-

forging techniques with modern production methods. Retaining some of the most traditional 

skills and techniques, continuing to develop and apply them to both traditional and contemporary 

environments, we deliver inspired creativity and beautiful execution.

Topp & Co. delivers 

 inspired creativity and beautiful execution



As major architectural features, balustrades provide an unrivalled opportunity for expression, ranging 

in concept from dramatic works of art giving an impression of lavish grandeur to just simple, elegant 

and uncluttered design.

We work closely with our customers: architects, designers, property owners and developers to 

create unique designs for specific applications and budgets.

Balustrades - 

 boundless three dimensional canvases



There are few more highly visible architectural features than doors, and our bronze doors feature 

levels of detail and craftsmanship simply not possible before. These doors transform any entrance 

into a stunning work of art.

We use a unique and patented system that features several Manganese Bronze thermal break 

profiles which can accommodate both double and triple glazing, but our true innovation comes with 

applying computer-aided design to the exact reproduction in solid bronze panels of your bespoke 

specified bas-relief designs.

Bronze Doors - 

 exquisite detail, unrivalled quality, personalised design



Topp & Co. can now offer you a range of manganese bronze handrail profiles that can be patinated, 

polished, plated, waxed or simply left un-treated to patinate gracefully with time and use. We offer a 

complete service including design, make and installation.

Many properties and homes, particularly historic buildings, require the fixing of new handrails, 

balustrades and staircases. We provide individual handrails designed to enhance their setting. As well 

as Bronze Handrails and as part of our commitment to detailing, we have developed a technique 

for the cost effective production of bespoke moulding sections in our own rolling mill. The materials 

which lend themselves to this treatment are mild steel, stainless steel and wrought iron.

Bronze Handrails - 

golden strands of light



Traditionally, exquisite entrance gates & railings graced only the most grand of properties but today, 

as beautiful statements of personal and creative expression, they are increasingly desired across the 

entire property spectrum.

Gates & railings often create the important first impression and reflect the status of properties, as 

well as providing the required level of security and privacy.

Gates and Railings - 

 statements of personal and creative expression



Our relationships with leading architects, specialist contractors and conservation experts are central 

to our ability to deliver work to the highest standards. The services we offer include: bespoke 

and replica metalwork; restoration; consultancy and specification. We work in both modern and 

traditional styles and in both ferrous and nonferrous metals. We are the world’s sole supplier of 

genuine wrought iron in both standard and special sections.

Established for 30 years, our clients include: St Paul’s Cathedral, Westminster Abbey, Buckingham 

Palace, leading architects, designers, local authorities and private clients.

We’d love to discuss your creative ideas or help you with your conservation needs. Call us on 01347 

833173, email: enquiry@toppandco.com visit our website: www.toppandco.com

Topp & Co. 
  exquisite architectural metalwork
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